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what? Of course, I’m 
working on the report. 

almost done now!  
absolutely!

there is so much  
more important stuff 

to do...

... like watering the weed 
by the stable. it cannot 

wait!

empty bored

annoyed
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also, I  
haven’t patted  
rinaldo for an  

entire 15 minutes.

?
that’s it. 

very 
important! ?

nicky? were you not 
supposed to be on 

weekend with monique?

erm. I didn’t  
get the middle  

word.

glll 
arg .. 
dor ..

6

oy!

ouf!!
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dammit ...!
nicky!

nicky!!!

I need to get  

him inside. UMF!

groan! heave! 

   huff! mm..f

UMPF!

okay, let’s see 
what’s wrong 
with you, my  

friend.

your pulse  
is a bit fast.

but your pupils  
are normal.

normal
temperature.

babinski-test.  
your reaction is...

... not 
normal!

osman? are you  
available tonight?  

like... now?
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is the  
dented car in  

your driveway...

... his 
car?

yeah.

and it got dented  
today? has he been  
involved in a car  
accident today?

likely the whole  
way from paris. how- 

ever, I don’t believe those 
dents are the reason for 

his condition.

why is that?

because he drove  
almost 1000 km to  
denmark to see me.

but why  
didn’t he just  

go to the hospital 
in paris?

he must have 
had a good 

reason.

hang on...

... I feel a small 
bump behind 
cerebellum.

he needs an  
MR-scan, dorthea.

Is there a 
scanner at the 

clinic?

yes, but he  
really should 
be admitted!

not going  
to happen.  
let’s go!

nifty. old  
plumbing and... 
a table cloth?

rinaldo’s  
winter  

blanket.
Is he your 
colleague? yes.

what’s your line 
of job again?

renovation.
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an hour later at osman’s private clinic.

as the  
MR-scanner is generating  
a magnetic field, we need 
to remove anything that 

might contain metal.

earmuffs. the 
scanner is very 

noisy.

then we go inside the  
control room to start the 

scanner.

holy cow!

he’s awake!

and he’s scared 
out of his wits!


